
  
 

                                                      

 

Media Forensic Hub CI Report 1.1 -- Master Shojae’s Army 

  

On August 1, 2020, the Twitter account @ZIENAAB_313 sent out a tweet above, quoting 

Seyed Ali Khamenei, leader of Iran, with an accompanying photograph of a liquor store in flames 

behind a grimly ironic silhouette waving an American flag. This stark image, although reported to 

be Arizona, captured an altogether different scene. A quick analysis of the photo and an image 



  
 

reference search reveals that the photo was from the George Floyd riots in Minnesota. The pairing 

of this quote and photo raises many questions regarding the authenticity of the account producing 

it, as well as its motives. The tweet was also being amplified and liked by accounts extremely 

similar in form and rhetoric. This leads to an even broader question: what is this account trying to 

accomplish and is it part of a larger network with a common agenda and operator? 

Summary of Findings  

 In this report, we examine the written, visual, and conversational content posted by 

@ZEINAAB_313 and other related accounts. This examination leads to several conclusions. First, 

the aforementioned tweet contains a picture that is not what it was stated to be; second, the account 

is not who they purport to be; third, the existence of a network associated with the 

@ZEINAAB_313 profile; and fourth, the possibility of an underlying agenda within this network.  

This account presents itself a young woman sharing her thoughts of positivity in a troubled 

world. However, despite these preliminary altruistic claims, much of the content posted by this 

account portrays tells altogether different story. For example, the artifact above shows a picture of 

an “Arizona” shop in flames and a quote from Seyed Ali Khamenei, the present Supreme Leader 

of Iran, highlighting the injustice and unrest within the United States. However, this photo is 

actually from the George Floyd protests in Minneapolis, and was possibly tied to Arizona with 

divisive intent rather than geographic confusion. Through the examination of account artifacts, we 

will conclude with a high degree of certainty that @ZEINAAB_313 is an inauthentic account.  

Moreover, we can link @ZEINAAB_313 to 93 additional accounts and approximately 26 

possible auxiliary accounts that share the following markers of inauthenticity in common:  

● fake profile pictures (mostly of beautiful young women) 

● vague descriptions 

● no identifying information 

● oddly consistent tweet timing 

Furthermore, these accounts engage with one another as a single network: 

● Often follow/retweet/like each other 

● Pull content from common sources  

● Common tweet timing 

● Same unusual combination of generically uplifting photo posts, Shia religious messaging, 

and pro-Iranian policy messaging, primarily in English. 

● Common hashtags, including generic (#ThursdayThoughts), specific to their messaging 

(#Arbaeen2020) and political hashtags from the US (#BlackLivesMatter)1 

● Most use Android 100% of time 

 
1 
http://web.archive.org/web/20201016195023/https://twitter.com/ZEINAAB_313/status/1285430350899027
968 



  
 

● Mainly have a small subset of creation dates 

 As an isolated account, @ZEINAAB_313 has around 1330 followers (as of September 30, 

2020) with the most popular tweet receiving 120 likes. However, through examining the 

connectivity between this account and others in its network, they have an estimated network 

influence of 5,137,259 accounts based on its follow/followers count. Due to the centrality of the 

account @master_shojae to the network, we are moderately confident that this network is 

operating either on behalf of or in support of Muhammad Shojaee, a religious leader in Tehran, 

head of the Waiting for the Mahdi Cultural and Artistic Institute. At one level, we are quite 

confident about the goals of this network-- to support themes that are pro-Iranian and against Iran’s 

opponents in the English-language Twitter conversation. Insights into its potentially nefarious 

purposes, such as fomenting unrest in the U.S., are more speculative.  

 

Network Description  

@ZEINAAB_313 Account Description  

On the surface, @ZEINAAB_313 appears to be an account that spreads inspiration to other 

members of the Shia Muslim faith. This account does appear to have a follower/following ratio 

that would be considered normal for the personal account of a legitimate individual. The bio of 

this account states that it had aims of being a source of motivation, positivity and reflection, but 

its posted and retweeted content often does not align with this goal. Many tweets and retweets 

were promoting very strong negative sentiments. 

 

Although there is not a clear indication of who this account belongs to, there are several 

indicators that allow us to contextualize the identity and intent of this account and its network.  

First, the profile picture of the account is not an original photo and therefore demonstrates that the 

account author is not who “she” purports to be (see Appendix B.1). Second the name of this 

account, Zeinab, is an Arabic or Persian name and 313 is a significant number in Twelver Shia 

Islam.2 3 4 Third, the linguistic structure of tweets do not appear to be that of a native English 

speaker. The spelling of Seyed was particularly revealing; according to Google Trends, “Seyed 

Ali Khamenei” was only searched in the Tehran region of Iran (Appendix B.3). And finally, the 

use of the title “Seyed”, when referring to Ali Khamenei shows a sign of deference and respect to 

the Supreme Leader of Iran.  

 

These observations suggest sympathies between the individual(s) operating 

@ZEINAAB_313 and the country or region of The Islamic Republic of Iran. 

 
2 https://www.behindthename.com/name/zeinab 
3 https://www.thenamemeaning.com/zeinab/ 
4http://now.mmedia.me/lb/en/reportsfeatures/566081-why-young-hezbollah-fans-love-the-number-313 
 



  
 

 

@ZEINAAB_313 Account Messaging 

In addition to an inauthentic profile picture, the biography provided by the account author 

is vague and provides characteristics rather than actual descriptors of who @Zeinaab_313 could 

be. “Her” biography is presented in Image 1, below. 

 

Image 1 

 

 

 

The lack of identifying information and the vague description of being a “motivational teacher” is 

a pattern among the rest of the network. 

 The account author also has a very specific timing of tweets that is replication almost 

without deviation. There is very little activity from between 10:00 PM and 4:00 AM UTC and the 

most activity occurs approximately from around 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM UTC (see Appendix C.2). 

In addition, the account author seems to post a large amount of content on a random day (on 

September 21, 2020, “she” tweeted 58 times) and then 1-5 tweets on “normal” days. 

 

 Identifying Related Accounts 

Starting with accounts that were linked to the original account or which shared similar 

content, we identified numerous accounts that shared commonalities. These accounts were 

disingenuous in ways very similar to the @ZEINAB_313: stolen profile pictures, vague profile 

descriptions, no identifying information, and consistent tweet times. We explored these suspect 

accounts for additional evidence of coordination, retaining some and excluding others.  

The accounts in the network often describe themselves in abstract terms such as “mother”, 

“environmentalist”, or “motivational teacher” and include some intention of “bettering” the world. 

In addition many of the profile photos, when using reverse imaging, are not original. For example, 

the account @rabieh_j; this account uses a profile picture of a woman that is posted on a website 

that seems to provide profile pictures to use for accounts (as seen in Image 2 and 3). 

 

Network Messaging 

From this analysis we were able to identify a coordinated, inauthentic network. The nature 

of the network’s messaging is a mixture of inspiration quotes and political messaging. The 



  
 

inspirational quotes look generic, but when reverse image searching the quotes, they lead to other 

accounts and have links in Persian or Arabic -- WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter 

accounts were found this way. Often a reverse image search shows that the images have gone 

under multiple iterations. In addition, these inspirational images are often shared with hashtags 

that do not relate to the image and co-opt other political movements like Black Lives Matter5 and 

Blue Lives Matter.6       

 

Image 2 Image 3 

  

 

         Some evidence points to the fact that this network is pro-Iran, anti-Israel, and pro-Shia. 

@ZEINAAB_313 retweeted a tweet from @master_shojae which contained the image of a man 

showing the camera a picture of an female infant on his phone with the caption, “This Palestinian 

infant has passed away waiting for the israeli permission to travel for treatment. This is the 

abhorrent face of the israeli occupation”.7 Accounts within this network frequently engage with 

@master_shojae, who seems to be a real person. While many of the accounts within this network 

engage with and share content from each other, engaging with and sharing content from the 

@master_shojae account appears to be a key commonality. 

Evidence also suggests that @master_shojae is pro-Iranian and possibly linked to Iran. Of 

his last 1,001 tweets, he mentions Iran 86 times, he tweets #LiveLikeAli 18 times, and he mentions 

 
5 
http://web.archive.org/web/20201016195023/https://twitter.com/ZEINAAB_313/status/1285430350899027
968 
6 
http://web.archive.org/web/20201016195216/https://twitter.com/ZEINAAB_313/status/1285121476635561
985 
7 https://archive.is/dCVse 

https://archive.is/dCVse


  
 

Ali 18 more times outside of the hashtag. Of his 2,930 most recent likes: he likes tweets that 

mention Iran 277 times, he likes tweets that mention #LiveLikeAli 12 times, and he likes tweets 

that mention Ali outside of the hashtag 114 times. The hashtag #LiveLikeAli in particular was 

used repeatedly in both original tweets and retweets in the week leading up to August 8th, 2020, 

on which date Eid-al-Ghadir, a Shiite feast commemorating a sermon of Muhammad Ali where he 

named Imam Ali his successor, took place. This hashtag is a shortened version of a longer phrase, 

“Live like Ali, die like Hussein.” The phrase refers to the cousin and son-in-law of the prophet 

Muhammad, Ali, who was regarded as the immediate successor of Muhammad by Shia Islams. 

 

Network Reach 

Most accounts in this network seem to have a moderate number of followers. The smaller 

accounts have a couple hundred followers. Mid-sized accounts have around 600-2500 followers. 

The largest accounts have less than 6,000 followers. Most of the accounts with mid-sized to large 

followings were created earlier in 2020. Less than half of the accounts have more followers, than 

the number of accounts they’re following. The following to followers’ ratio is relatively small for 

most of the accounts, with only a few major outliers. On average the difference between the 

number of following and the number of followers is around 300. These numbers and the small 

ratio suggest a relatively tight network where many of the accounts follow each other. The account 

@ZEINAAB_313 seems to be mid-range of the network in following and activity. Understanding 

the size and scope of the network can add meaning to the potential power of retweets that circulate 

inside the network and potentially leak outside. 

 

Network Influence 

 Profile Influence & Interaction 

The @ZEINAAB_313 account receives a moderate volume of engagement on “her” 

original tweets. The most popular tweets on the account have around 120 likes. The most-liked 

tweets on the account are on her retweets from other accounts in the network. From among 200 of 

her most recent retweets, the three that received the most likes (see Image 4) were from other 

accounts in the network, and they got between 200 and 400 likes each; therefore, although “her” 

original content peaks at around 120 likes, some of the other accounts in the network get double 

or even triple the amount of engagement @ZEINAAB_313 receives.  

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

 

 

 

 

Image 4. The Most Popular Retweets Among @Zeinaab_313’s Recent Twitter Activity: 

https://archive.is/nwFtN 

 

 

 

Network Influence & Interaction 

Among the other accounts in the network, the range of engagement varies. One less popular 

account in the network is @petersonco. Accounts such as this one do not produce many original 

tweets (see image 5 for original tweet). Rather, they amplify the larger accounts. Of this account’s 

800 most recent tweets, 672 of them are retweets, and the majority of the others were replies to 

other accounts in the network. The tweets that were completely original got very little engagement. 

On the higher end of engagement, the more popular accounts in the network receive close to 1,000 

likes. A more extensive list of the accounts in the network can be found in the appendix.  

 



  
 

 

 

 

 

Image 5 

 

 

 

Account Connection with @master_shojae 

Although the @ZEINAAB_313 account as well as most of the other accounts in the 

network are likely not who they purport to be, there are real people that the accounts in the network 

aim to amplify. One such account is the previously-mentioned @master_shojae. His reach is much 

larger than that of @ZEINAAB_313. He has over 5,000 followers on his Twitter account8, receives 

between 180 and 680 views on Youtube, has over 50,000 followers on Instagram (see Image 6), 

and has over 200,000 followers on Telegram. His accounts get more engagement than the other 

accounts in the network, and his Twitter account is frequently engaged with by @ZEINAAB_313. 

 
8 https://archive.is/wip/ZcAoI 



  
 

 

 

 

 

Image 6. Master Shojae’s YouTube (https://archive.is/Z6LBM) and Instagram 

(https://archive.is/wip/IXc5B) accounts. 

 

 

https://archive.is/Z6LBM
https://archive.is/wip/IXc5B


  
 

 

 

 

The network undoubtedly supports the #LiveLikeAli movement, which is made evident in 

their frequent use of the hashtag as well as their frequent mentions of Hussain. The most-liked 

original tweet on @ZEINAAB_313's account is a tweet that contains the hashtag (see Image 7).  

  



  
 

 

Image 7. @ZEINAAB_313 top tweet (https://archive.is/el7iN) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The network is also amplifying pro-Iranian content. A reverse image search suggests that 

@ZEINAAB_313’s account took the photo posted in the original artifact from an Instagram 

account (see Image 8) that posts quotes from the leader of Iran, Ali Khamenei. The account, 

@Khamenei_Quote has over 250,000 followers on Instagram and is very supportive of the leader.9  

 
9 https://archive.is/wip/H6yOJ 



  
 

 

Image 8. An Instagram Post by @Khamenei_Quote on July 29, 2020 

 

 

Signs of Network Inauthenticity  

The majority of the accounts that operate in this network report to be legitimate accounts 

of individual users, but divulge little to no identifiable information. The basic bio information of 

these accounts show a number of patterns inconsistent with authentic accounts. Most of the 

accounts use profile pictures that a reverse image search shows were lifted from other accounts 

and websites. The account names vary widely, with some using random usernames, while others 

display names/usernames that are common. The bios are similarly nondescript (see Image 9). They 

are either a vague inspirational saying, or mention family, interests and references to God or the 

promised Saviour. Additionally, the majority of the accounts in this network do not disclose their 

location. A small subset of these accounts do list a location, however, the location listed is generic-

typically a major city or country- and likely not an accurate location, but a further attempt to 

legitimize their account or pull in more users. These factors are attempts to make the profiles seem 

authentic at a cursory glance, but further scrutiny shows the accounts provide no verifiable 

evidence linking them to real individuals. 

  



  
 

 

Image 9. Network profiles.  

 

 

 

 

The basic metrics shown for each account similarly raise flags of inauthenticity. Most 

accounts identified in the network created their accounts in 2020. Many of these accounts have 

created upwards of a thousand tweets, which is an unusual volume for how new their accounts are.   

The accounts within this network have odd and highly specific posting behaviors replicated 

across the network. The accounts all tweet out a mixture of inspirational, spiritual messages with 

stock images, along with highly political, religiously motivated, and at times graphic messaging 

specific to Shiite Muslims, and often Iran. Despite this, many of the accounts tweet almost 

exclusively in English. 

There is a high degree of networking, repeated messaging, and shared content among the 

accounts. Comparing network accounts to each other revealed hundreds of common followers. 

They also have interaction with each other, and frequently retweet and share posts from other users 

in the network. Analyzing the posting schedules of network accounts revealed a group of accounts 

within the network whose schedules were too inconsistent to likely be bots, but are consistent 



  
 

enough to suggest they may be from a similar location or are tweeting in response to the schedule 

of a specific user (see Image 10).  

 

Image 10. Network tweet schedule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

Many of the accounts, including @ZEINAAB_313, are linked to the account 

@UNIVERSEBEUTY, whose profile image is of Mustafa Mazeh, a man who is said to have died 

while attempting a bombing in 1989 and who is considered by Shiite Muslims to be a martyr. This 

account’s bio lists “his” location as the United States -- one of the only accounts to list a location. 

Since our research began, this account has changed their username at least once. See Image 11. 

 

Image 11. Twitter account “Ebrahim” @UNIVERSEBEUTY, previously @EbrahimUnivers 

 



  
 

 

Nearly all of the accounts in this inauthentic network are linked to the English language 

account of pro-Iran, pro-Shia author and educator Muhammad Shojaee (See Network Influence: 

Account Connection with @master_shojae Section above). Our research did not provide evidence 

that suggested Shojaee is directly responsible for the network’s operation. However, the 

motivation of this network is clearly to spread pro-Shiite and pro-Iranian sentiment by amplifying 

and propping up Shojaee’s messaging. Our research found after being tweeted by Shojaee, 

hashtags such as #LiveLikeAli, #Hussain, and #Arbaeen2020, would disseminate and become 

widely used throughout the network of accounts. Overall, the evidence shows patterns that suggest 

this network to be highly coordinated and inauthentic.  

 

Attribution 

  It is clear that the individual(s) operating @ZEINAAB_313 and the network she is a part 

of have sympathies which align with both Shia Islam as well as the political agendaof The Islamic 

Republic of Iran. 

As stated above, the use of certain hashtags, like #LivelikeAli, and accounts interacted with 

show other connections between @ZEINAAB_313 and Shiite Islam. The name Zeinab is a 

translation of a Farsi word for flower and the number 313 has a connection to Twelver Shia Islam, 

the religion of the Supreme Leader of Iran, Seyed Ali Khamenei, whom this account has quoted.  

The network overall presents many of these same characteristics. As discussed above, 

@ZEINAAB_313 is simply a cog in the larger network that disseminates anti-Israel, pro-Shiite, 

pro-Iran, and Hezbollah-aligned content. While any one individual account has limited 

engagement, the network as a whole yields some influence.  

The relationship between the network and @master_shojae is compelling. The network 

appears to amplify the content that he disseminates from his personal account. The extent of his 

involvement in the network is unclear; however, it is important to say that he is a real person of 

note in Iran and the network is one of fake accounts. The similarity in posting patterns, for example 

the network retweeting and amplifying hashtags after he tweets it on his personal account, show 

that to some extent he wields influence in or over the network. As such, the purpose of this network 

appears to be a coordinated method to disseminate disinformation sympathetic to the views of 

Muhammad Shojae. As mentioned earlier, there is frequent engagement between @master_shojae, 

@ZEINAAB_313, and other members of the network. This frequent engagement, coupled with 

the similarities in posting patterns, and posted content points to some degree of connection to Iran 

via the influence that Muhammad Shojae seems to have in the network. Given the clear motive of 

posting pro-Shiite and pro-Iran content similar to that spread by the account of a person of note in 

Iran, with a following the size of his shows some level of connection to Iran in this network of troll 

accounts.  

 

Next Steps 

 

Despite obvious intent to spread pro-Shia and pro-Iranian sentiment, it is not immediately 

clear what the deeper targeted goals this network may be used to accomplish. The spread of 



  
 

account creation dates and mentions of now inactive accounts suggest that the network we 

identified, in its current state, is likely not the first version of the network created, and it may yet 

undergo further iterations. Further monitoring of the network by the academic and intelligence 

communities is needed to map the evolution of the network as well as to identify if the network 

messaging changes or becomes more targeted. Our research and analysis of the list of network 

accounts reveal a highly interconnected, planned, and coordinated grouping of inauthentic 

accounts. This list is by no means exhaustive, and further research is needed to gauge the full size 

and reach of the network. In compiling network accounts, accounts of various languages and 

supposed locations were uncovered, including accounts with original content in Russian and in 

French. This may point to an attempt to expand the reach of the network. These accounts could be 

used as a starting point for international researchers more well-versed in those languages to see to 

what regions this network may expand.  
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Appendix 

 

Section A: Examples of Suspected in Network Accounts with Reverse Image Searched Profile 

Pictures  

 

https://twitter.com/Giselle_zmm 

https://archive.is/3CD0E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Samanth_2123 

https://archive.vn/r8ra5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Katrin1_1994 

https://archive.vn/DiZem 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Giselle_zmm
https://archive.is/3CD0E
https://twitter.com/Samanth_2123
https://archive.vn/r8ra5
https://twitter.com/Katrin1_1994
https://archive.vn/DiZem


  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/AVA52809725 

https://archive.vn/5q43Z 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/MARY_ESMAEELI 

https://archive.vn/rkYiy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/AVA52809725
https://archive.vn/5q43Z
https://twitter.com/MARY_ESMAEELI
https://archive.vn/rkYiy


  
 

 

https://twitter.com/ILove9619 

https://archive.vn/Hp6kW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Elisa67925934 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/ILove9619
https://archive.vn/Hp6kW
https://twitter.com/Elisa67925934


  
 

 

https://twitter.com/AnneShirly74 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section B: Account Messaging 

1. ZEINAAB_313 profile picture

 

https://twitter.com/AnneShirly74


  
 

2. Tweet timing:

 



  
 

3. An examination of the linguistics used in the initial artifact posted by @ZEINAAB_131. 

The tweets in this account are written in English, however the grammatical/linguistic 

structure are not that of a native English speaker. To research this, we examined primarily 

the spelling of “Seyed” in the original tweet given to us. This is a title given to the 

“Supreme Leader” of Iran, and can also be spelt “Seyyed”, “Sayyid”, as well as other 

variations, all of which denote a regional dialect in the author’s English language 

learning. Using a search from Google Trends, the phrase “Seyed Ali Khamenei” was only 

google in the Tehran region of Iran.  

  

Giving evidence that if the author of these tweets learned English as a second language, 

they likely learned it in the capital of Iran. Another possibility of the reasoning for 

spelling the title “Seyed” is that the tweet was actually a translation from arabic. Only a 

small percentage of the Iranian population speaks Arabic but the language has strong ties 

to the religion of Islam. Thus, if the author of this tweet was translating from Arabic, they 

likely have some type of religious motive for learning the language.  

 

 

Section D: Signs of Network Inauthenticity 

1. Common followers between Network Accounts- Via Tweetbeaver  



  
 

 
 

2. Shared Creation dates 

 
 

 

3. Expanded Network Posting Schedule and Platform Use- Via 

makeadverbsgreatagain.org 



  
 

 
 

 

 

Section D. Full List of Connected Accounts 

 

Account Handle  Link  Archive Link 

Date of 

Account 

Starting 

@ZEINAAB_313 

https://twitter.com/ZEINAAB_31

3  

July 

2020 

@UNIVERSEBEU

TY (Previously 

@EbrahimUnivers) 

https://twitter.com/UNIVERSEB

EUTY 

(Previously 

https://twitter.com/EbrahimUnive

rs) 

https://archive.is/qjJNm 

(https://archive.vn/IZgCU) 

(Previous: 

https://archive.is/qjJNm 

January 

2020 

@Petersonco https://twitter.com/Petersonco  https://archive.is/KCeLI 

April 

2020 

https://twitter.com/ZEINAAB_313
https://twitter.com/ZEINAAB_313
https://twitter.com/UNIVERSEBEUTY
https://twitter.com/UNIVERSEBEUTY
https://twitter.com/EbrahimUnivers
https://twitter.com/EbrahimUnivers
https://archive.is/qjJNm
https://archive.is/qjJNm
https://archive.is/qjJNm
https://twitter.com/Petersonco
https://archive.is/KCeLI


  
 

@KalhorLayla https://twitter.com/KalhorLayla  

https://archive.vn/jDwhj#sele

ction-1221.0-1228.0  

January 

2020 

@SaraBaik2 https://twitter.com/SaraBaik2  https://archive.vn/dN8CD  

March 

2020 

@zahra_alirezaei https://twitter.com/zahra_alirezaei  

https://twitter.com/zahra_alir

ezaei 

March 

2020 

@Katrin49558382 

https://twitter.com/Katrin4955838

2 https://archive.is/CwFWG  

March 

2020 

@Elizabe67436885 

https://twitter.com/Elizabe674368

85 https://archive.vn/Kbdue  

January 

2020 

@waitinggirl95 https://twitter.com/waitinggirl95  https://archive.is/CzRk1 

March 

2020 

@AliyefAli https://twitter.com/AliyefAli  https://archive.vn/3Xdbj  June 

2020 

@Giselle_zmm https://twitter.com/Giselle_zmm  https://archive.is/3CD0E  January 

2020 

@Samanth_2123 https://twitter.com/Samanth_2123  https://archive.vn/r8ra5  

August 

2020 

@Katrin1_1994 https://twitter.com/Katrin1_1994  https://archive.vn/DiZem  

January 

2020 

@AVA52809725 

https://twitter.com/AVA5280972

5 https://archive.vn/5q43Z  

March 

2020 

@MARY_ESMAE

ELI 

https://twitter.com/MARY_ESM

AEELI https://archive.vn/rkYiy  

May 

2020 

@ILove9619 https://twitter.com/ILove9619  https://archive.vn/Hp6kW 

August 

2019 

@Elisa67925934 https://twitter.com/Elisa67925934  https://archive.is/q6IUv  

January 

2020 

@AnneShirly74 https://twitter.com/AnneShirly74  https://archive.vn/EktYd  

March 

2020 

@ZAAHRA_95 https://twitter.com/ZAAHRA_95  https://archive.vn/cGPcz  

July 

2020 

@Solina_Clark https://twitter.com/Solina_Clark  https://archive.vn/NuHFc  January 

2019 

@Fahimehyousefi1 

https://twitter.com/Fahimehyouse

fi1 https://archive.vn/tW53h 

March 

2020 

@Nicole5156 https://twitter.com/Nicole5156  https://archive.vn/EPZpA  

January 

2020 

https://twitter.com/KalhorLayla
https://archive.vn/jDwhj#selection-1221.0-1228.0
https://archive.vn/jDwhj#selection-1221.0-1228.0
https://twitter.com/SaraBaik2
https://archive.vn/dN8CD
https://twitter.com/zahra_alirezaei
https://twitter.com/zahra_alirezaei
https://twitter.com/zahra_alirezaei
https://twitter.com/Katrin49558382
https://twitter.com/Katrin49558382
https://archive.is/CwFWG
https://twitter.com/Elizabe67436885
https://twitter.com/Elizabe67436885
https://archive.vn/Kbdue
https://twitter.com/waitinggirl95
https://archive.is/CzRk1
https://twitter.com/AliyefAli
https://archive.vn/3Xdbj
https://twitter.com/Giselle_zmm
https://archive.is/3CD0E
https://twitter.com/Samanth_2123
https://archive.vn/r8ra5
https://twitter.com/Katrin1_1994
https://archive.vn/DiZem
https://twitter.com/AVA52809725
https://twitter.com/AVA52809725
https://archive.vn/5q43Z
https://twitter.com/MARY_ESMAEELI
https://twitter.com/MARY_ESMAEELI
https://archive.vn/rkYiy
https://twitter.com/ILove9619
https://archive.vn/Hp6kW
https://twitter.com/Elisa67925934
https://archive.is/q6IUv
https://twitter.com/AnneShirly74
https://archive.vn/EktYd
https://twitter.com/ZAAHRA_95
https://archive.vn/cGPcz
https://twitter.com/Solina_Clark
https://archive.vn/NuHFc
https://twitter.com/Fahimehyousefi1
https://twitter.com/Fahimehyousefi1
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